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University Gas Bill to Increase
By Dolores Wood
If the price of natural gas increases as predicted, the University
will have to find $200;000 more
than projected for this fiscal year's
budget to pay for the increase..
The potential gas price increase is
due to a Federal Power Commission (FPC) ruling tHis year
· which raised the price of "new"
gas to $1.42 per million cubic feet.
"New" gas..is natural gas, supplies
from fields, discovered or committed by producers after January
of 1975.
"New" gas was a price level
created by the FPC on the heels .of
the 1973 oil embargo. Through a
series of agreements, the : Gas
Company of New Mexico, which
services most of the major cities in
the state, will be paying higher
prices for natural gas and passing
the cost on to New Mexico consumers.
Action by the state has delayed
the price increase until at least next
month.
"We will have to reduce· the
expenditure in other areas to make
up the balance," John Perovich,
vice president for business and
finance, said.
The money would come
primarily from cutbacks in the
support area, which includes the
administration and the physical
. plant, Perovich said. "It's pretty
hard to cut back in the instruction
areas because they are already
fixed. We'll probably have to defer
doing some things that we had
planned on doing, such as certain
building-maintenance provisions,''
he said.
"But what our total gas biiJ is
depends on what kind of a winter
we are going to have," he said. "If
we have a difficult winter, it would
have a much more severe effect
than if we have a mild winter."

He said there was a gas increaze
last year, but that it didn't have as
much of an effect as he had expected, because the winter was
mild.

that has already been budgeted,"
he said. "All the costs are relatively
fixed in many ways, in salaries and
such. You can't dismiss people just
Jike that when an increase occurs."

Guamhana. said another area
where the University could get the
money, would ·be the beginning
year balances. The balances are
money left over from one fiscal
year to the next.
"But usually when you're
running a balance you try to keep it
'lt about 5 per cent," he said.
"What we have this year is only
The University has budgeted about 1 per cent."
$950,000 for gas for fiscal year
1977' said Ted Guam bana, fiscal
It could "very easily" be that the
analyst for the University. "That University won't collect the revenue
means the University's bill will go it had anticipafed from tuition, he
up about $200,000 if gas goes up to said. Then much of the balance
would have to be used to make up
$1 ,250 ,000 , "h.
· e·sat'd .
for the amount that was over"lt's difficult to allocate money projected.
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o·epression Haunts Today's Woman
By Susan Grimm
Jn August of this year, 406
persons sought help from the
Mental Health Service of the UNM
Student Health C~nter. During the
year, Agora talks with more than
· 5,000 students. In both cases, many
of them are womeJ;~, and many are
feeling depressed.
A recent article in the ~merican

.Law Professor
Fought Injustice
In McCarthy Era

Psychiatric Association magazine
confirms a greater prevalence of
depressed women than men.
"We do see more women than
men, possibly because women feel
freer to ask for help than men do,"
said Natalie Mackler, one of five
counselors with the-Mental Health
Service.
.
She defined depression as "anger
turned inward, not released in okay
ways. It's not as well accepted for
women to express their anger-even
common garden-variety anger-as
it is for men," she said.
Mackler also said that the lack of
outlets for physical activity for
women may account for much of
the stored-up anger they experience. While women at the turn
of the century had to beat rugs and
cakes by hand and do much more
physical labor, modern women
have fewer opportunities for that
kind of emotional purging.
Asked about active women riding
bikes and jogging around the
campus, Mackler indicated that
those may not be the ones she sees
often in the Mental Health Service
office.
Marital status has a lot to do with
women's depressed state. The APA
article said, "If one were to design
a role which would be likely to
cause depression, one could not be
do better than the traditional
female role."

By Kathryn Gabriel-Mead
"Jerald Walden, during the McCarthy Era, gave me help and encouragement to fight against a dirty, despicable and unjust thing," said
Rudolph Schware, who was denied the right to take the New Mexico Bar
examination because of his Communist background in 1953.
Walden, UNM law professor, died last Thursday of a heart attack, at
the age of 52.
.
Schware was not permitted to take the bar examination because of his
"unfit moral character" although he was qualified in all other respects.
He was a member of the Communist party from 1932 to 1940.
Born in New York's immigrant neighborhood in 1914, Schware,
through his Depression-induced poverty, became disillusioned with the
government and joined the Young Communist League in 1932. "He was
led to believe that drastic measures ·were needed to be made in the existing
economic system," reported the U .s:supreme Court. He never engaged in
It also cited a low incidence of
activities to overthrow the government.
depression
among those who are
"Jerry helped me to find the dght people to represent me during a time
or
never married, imwidowed
of fear. It was a time when everything decent wellt out the window. Jerry
plying
that
"
..•
women who have
stood up for me when others wouldn't for fear of being labeled a Comnever
married
may
have been less
munist,'' Schware said.
indoctrinated
in
the
helplessness
The Supreme Court said, ''A state cannot exclude a person from the
stereotype
than
those
who
marry."
practice oflaw or from any other occupation." The Supreme Court reverMackler reinforced that theory
.
'
sed the judgment.
With citation in hand, Schware went back to the New Mexico Bar with her observation, "Culture
Examination Board and was again refused the right to take the exams supports women being depressed. It
keeps them in a helpless. position.
because, the Board said, the application was out-dated.
.
Women
are not taught to have
"They refused to obey the Supreme Court decision and J was never
options.
They
are taught to do what
allowed to take the exams/' Schware said.
they
are
told
to
do and not to think
Schware, hqwever, was allowed to take the Colorado examination
about
what
they
can do for
wt~r~ he is now practicing and where "I am tr~ated of good moral characThis
situation
may be
themselves.
ter."·
·
(conlinucd on page 9)
however."
changing,
..
.
'
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An increase in natural gas would
mean the University's bill would go
from the 1975 figure of $625,000 to
$1,250,000 in 1977, said Joe Ruiz,
office manager in charge of
resident, industrial and commercial ·.
billing for the Gas Company of
New Mexico.
The figures for 1976 are not yet
complete.

.···~"<f'"'-

A spokesman at Agora, the
campus counseling agency sponsored by ASUNM, estimates the
organization has contact with 5,000
students a year, many of them
suffering from symptoms of mild
depression-in a state of unhappiness, without direction.
"
"We talk to them, or listen, as
just another person with some
experience of the same kinds of
problems," she said. "We are not
going to try to push anyone into
anything unless we feel that they
need or want it."
Help for persons on campus who

find themselves feeling powerless
and optionless may be available at
Agora, 277-3013, or at the Mental
Health Service in the Student
Health Center, 277-4537.
Counselors available in addition
to Mackler are Ann Irving, Harry
Johns, Rick Levin, Joseph Van Den
Heuvel, and two interns, Vega
Lalire and Michael Baron.
Another source of immediate
help in the city is the Albuquerque
Community Hotline, an interdenominational service run by a
trained counseling staff, at 265-

6787.
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The ASUNM Senate Wednesday caused by last year's Speakers and
night posponed, for the second Fil~l Committees now totals more
week, the thirteen appropriations than $20 000 Lo,uis Tempkin last
bills totalling$13,825.
year's 'Sp~akers
Comm,ittee
Until the Senate passes legislation chairman appeared before the
to hold in reserve $30,000 a year to . Senate Wednesday night. He
cover deficits from the previous showed the Senate a complete list of
year, Mike Roeder, the assistant receipts explaining the $1140 line
director of the NM Union, will not item for petty cash.
- 0 --·v• 'he •o~oo Joan the Senate
f
h
«J I" v c '
~a.o
Tempkin said the reason or t e
has requested
.
d r· .1
.
. ·
.
S.
Speakers Committee e 1c1 was
At the present lime, the enate everyone on the committee had a
$844. If the required .legislation different idea of which speakers
JS passed, the Sen.ate Wtll .borrow would sell. "To say what is going to
$8200 from the Busmess off1ce. The draw money and what isn't takes a
Senate wou!d .then have $9044 to great amount of insight," Temp kin
spend for thrs f1scal year.
said.
George
Coston,
ASUNM
Finance
Committee
chairman
and
New Mexico
)
Speakers Committee member said
DAILY LOBO
Hunter Thompson and Ann
Hershey, the first two speakers on
No. 25
Vol. 81
this year's program, have lost
BoJ< 20, University P.O., UNM
money for the committee.
,Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
However, Coston said Tom Hogg,
!Editorial Phone (505) 277the Asst. Dean of Students, had not
.4102, 277-4202.
said how much money they lost.
'J'hc Nrw Mt•xi<'O Daily LohD is published
Sen. Celia Knight reported to the
Mondrty through Friday ~v<'rY rl,lgular week
Senate on the Speakers ComI of Lht~ Univi.·r~ity yt•al" und weekly during lh('
sumrner :wsslon by the Board of Student
mittee's last meeting. She said
Puhlicntions of tho Univt•J•sity of Nrw Mrxieo,
Michael
Harrington, who was
and is nol flnandally a!isoc!alt>d wilh UNM.
SN•ond rlas:; postnge paid al Alhurjlwrqut•,
· scheduled to debate William F.
New Moxic·o 87131. Subscription ratt• is
Buckley, cancelled his speaking
I $10.00 forth(' nt•:ldl'mk year.
, .
engagement. Knight also said there
'l'hc opinions t•xprt•sscd on lh(' C'dltorllll
1 Jl'\gcs of '1'ht• Duily J,obo arC' tho'iC' of the
is a chance that Daniel Moynihan,
• author soll'ly. tlnsi~m·ll opinion ls that of the
who was scheduled to speak
l'(litorial hoard of 'J'hr Daily Lobo. Nothln~,
February 2 may also cancel because
' rnint{•d in 'J'h() O:llly (,Qh() nl'<'l'SS!Lrily
' , reprl.'scnts tlw vit>ws ofth(• University of Nl•w
he will be campaigning for a Senate
4 M,...-;,,.,
seat in New York.
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Call us at

266-1981

3624 Central SE
just east of carlisle
210 Wyoming N.E.
5600 McCloud N.E.

Open weekends until 2:00 a.m.

NOW OPEN SUNDAY
11:00 a.m. to 8:00p.m.

ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents

The former Israeli Minister of Defense

Moshe Dayan
September 30, 1976 Johnson Gym 8 pm
Speaking on "Middle East Perspective"
'He is currently an active member
of parliament and is writing his autobiography.
Tickets at SUB Box Office, Albuquerque Ticket Agency
in Coronado Center, and the General Store ·Admission
$3.50 General Public, UNM Students $1.50

Moshe Dayan

Committee member,
affirmed
Knight's report that Harrington
cancelled. She said the committee
received a call from Moynihan's
agent saying it is questionable
whethe~ he will come.
Representatives for the Student
Organization of Latin American
Studies (SO LAS) said the post.
. .
ponement of the1r appropnat10n
.
f h ·
bill is holding up the actiOnS o t err
or anization
The
SOLAS
sp;kesman s~id, "Each year we

ea

~no ugh mo~ey t~ a ow us to, n~g

a. spea erj r~i ~e t~anl t t~
anythlngA~~~~ / md ~; Iva un '·
w~~ave k
un ·~ ·r SOLAS
d
e spo es.manf s~ ''th' t
oes not rec~v~ u~ll s Wl b ~~I ~o
0 afy e
or three wee s Jt Wl
too. late to reserve 'ms or a
festival.
·
h s
.
In other act10n t e enate.
A
d h E 1
"II b
- nnounce t e ag es WI e
th H
ecoming band The ticket
e om
·
price for students was set at $7.
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October Concert Schedule
Gordon Lightfoot
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Rhodesian Verdict Withheld
SALISBURY, Rhodesia-Prime Minister Ian Smith said Thursday
a decision had been made on the U.S.-British proposal to end White
minority rule but declined to disclose the verdict.
After several hours of talks with the ruling Rhodesia Front
parliamentary caucus, a smiling Smith said, "I'm very satisfied with
the decision."
He said the final response to the plan urging acceptance of Black
majority rule would be broadcast to the nation Friday evening.
"It was a very pleasant, constructive meeting and at no time was
there any irresponsible talk or any acrimony," Smith said. "I was
very pleased with the performance of my caucus."

Estrogen Labeling Approved

October 17
8:00 Pm Johnson G_ym
I

j

I

WASHINGTON-The Food and Drug Administration has approved new package labeling for estrogen drugs prescribed for women
going through menopause, FDA Commissioner Alexander Schmidt
said Thursday.
Schmidt told a Senate health subcommittee he signed orders Wednesday for the new labeling requirements, specifying the drugs are to
be used only when the symptoms of "change of life" are severe.
"Basically we are saying estrogens are valuable drugs and must
remain on the market, but we are also saying they are overused and
sometimes ilJ1properly used for menopausal conditions," Schmidt
said.

Eagles
Homecoming Concert
October 29
8:00 Pm UNm Arena

Arafat Calls for Cease-Fire
CHTAURA, Lebanon-Moderate Christian Elias Sarkis took office as Lebanon's sixth president Thursday and appealed to all
Lebanese to make "a fresh start" to end the civil war. Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat pledged his support to Sarkis and called for a
unilateral cease-fire on all fronts.
"We declare, on our own part, a cease-fire in all the positions of
our armed forlilCs which are not directly facing the Zionist enemy
[Israel]," Arafat said in a congratulatory message to Sarkis.

Ohio Players
KC & The Sunstiine Band

Britain Won't Assist Whites
LONDON-Britain will tell Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger
that no British troops, police or officials can be sent to Rhodesia until
a Black majority government assumes power, government officials
said Thursday.
The only involvement Britain is willing to take on with its former
colony, the officials said, is to help set up a conference to decide a
new Rhodesian constitution-either in London or elsewhere.

October 31
8:00 Pm Johnson G_ym

DEALERS IN NE\11 AND ~NTAQE M\ISICAL INSTRQMENTS
rentals
· accessories
·complete repair service
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Please excuse the big
mound of dirt around
us. Here is how to get
to Wild West through
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Follow the arrows to

200 Central SE

243-2229

Tickets Available at: General Store,
Gold Street Circus, Od_ysse~ Records
Albuquerque Ticket Rgenc_y -Coronado Center
UNm SUB Box Office. For Student Discounts

Presented B.Y
·ASUNm
PoPular Entertainment Committee
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Presidential Debate

The Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, plant with digging stick or shovel
which just recently opened, is and take them back to the village to
located on the SW corner of 12th be stripped. Or she may partially
process the plant where she finds if.
and Menaul.
After the leaves have been removed
from the plant, she will soak them
By Bill Barrett
. in water or bury them in moist
The Indian Pueblo Cultural sand. This process increases their
Center is designed to· be a central flexibility.
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The long awaited President Ford-Governor Carter debates have
begun.

z

Last-night millions of Americans tuned in their television sets in
search
for information on the candidates. Some viewers had
on
already
decided which candidate they favored, other viewers were
p..,
looking for some mo're information to help them decide which man
was the best for the job.

-.,r·
Q)

"'

focus for pueblo activities and
services. Inside this building, whose
semicircular form and enclosed
plaza are meant to evoke images of
Pueblo Bonito at Chaco Canyon,
<~re a museum, a restaurant, and
arts and crafts market and many
other facilities.

The debate, 90 minutes in all (give or take some technical difficulties for a half hour), was not as clear cut as the Kennedy-Nixon
debate in 1960. As Harry Reasoner put it, in boxing terms Carter
got a 33, Ford got a 32.

.

The American viewers probably did not find the debates as clear
cut as they would have liked.
For two candidates speaking without notes, they rattled off
figures from memory at an incredible rate. But knowing and
showing off these figures did little to help the voters understand
the situation. Numbers, years and percentages play a large part in
understanding trends.

The current exhibit in the
museum is a fascinating sample of
pieces of the cultures of each of the

Campus Humor

Viewpoint

Three Ways to Make Friends
In
my
observation
the
phenomena of drug, alcohol abuse
and sexual adjustment have often
appeared generally as major
problems of some cam pus communities. But to me the most
crucial problem is loneliness, and
homesickness, particularly for
some foreign students.
I most often fear these words
everywhere. The trouble seems to
be that everyone is lonely... and
everyone is waiting for someone

by Garry Trudeau
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In an informal discussion I had
with a UNM administrator, we
discussed a number of problems
the college is coping with, like
weeds and college freshmen. Just
as I was folding my notebook, he
said there was one topic I didn't
touch on.
"What about that registration
center?" he asked.
"Not much of a story there,
students haven't been complaining
about it," I responded.
He leaned back in his chair and lit
his pipe smiling. "Yeah, I guess
there is nothing new to write a
story about," he said.
I picked up my notebook,
coughed a number of times and
walked out of his office.
"Damn good registration center
we got there," he said as I closed
the door.

parents' associates and the neighborhood in which we grow up into
young adults. But for some people
who come to a strange en·
vironment,
surrounded
by
strangers, making friends becomes
a dilemma. They wait for someone
else to make the first friendly impression. Thus, loneliness prevails.
My first acquaintance with the
Perhaps the three following
new
registration was during sumstrategies would be worth trying to
mer
school.
I was pleased but I
remedy the loneliness:
decided
to
reserve
final comment
1. Learn to be vulnerable and infor
after
fall
registration.
crease your ability to make friends
by eliminating the fear of rejection.
During the first week of drop/add
In other words, "make it happen,
DOONESBURY
rather than let it happen." Plan to
meet people and pursue their friendship. For example, the first step is
to find someone who you have
something in common with, say, in
your class;
2. Another tactic to battle
loneliness can be through skills of
communication such as listening
and questioning. Be interested in
other people; and
3 .... You do not mind a little bit of
alcohol? With a little bit of alcohol
there is no real fear of rejection! If a
person under the influence of
alcohol does something stupid,
people won't blame him or her.
They blame the alcohol. But there
is a catch in this tactic. A person
under the influence of alcohol can
not respond to deep feelings and
thoughts, although there are some
people who try this tactic and find it
MR. PR£5/I?ENT?
satisfactory.
"Language has created the word
loneliness to express the pain of
being alone, and the word solitude
to express the glory of being
alone." (A Beggar In Jerusalem,
by Elie Wiesel, p. 118). Tn:e, we are
solitary beings ... and at the same
time social beings.

I went to Bandelier Hall and waited
in a short line in front of the information windows. The line
moved quickly as students were
courteously-yeah,
courteously-told where to go.
Amazing, I thought. Someone
came up with the idea of having
trained personnel to cover each
window. If only the Cashier's Office
would try such a progressive idea.
I went through the process of the
screens artd computerized course
schedules in less than ten minutes.
They even have a board to show
which courses are closed, open or
cancelled. The place is actually efficient. I had enough time to read a
story by V.B. Price in the New
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processio'n, moving by an adobe
building, while other members of
the pueblo ceremony watch from
on top. But a description like this

I,

nineteen New Mexico pueblos.
Each exhibit is put together to
reflect something of the uniqueness
of the pueblo where it ori_ginated.
For example, the J e~ez exhibit
shows the process of basket
making: a yucca cactus, the steps in
preparation, baskets as they were
. being woven. The display was
supplemented by a series of color
photographs showing the process
and a story on the wall describing
it:

by Garry Trudeau
MR.PR£SIP£NT;
afJIJLP YOl/ CII/?E3
70 R£8l/T GOVa<NOR Olfl:fE'R?

ancestors we know that there are
old sites below the mountains to the
east where they had lived at one
time. The people there "got crazy
talking about how the yellow and
red faced people with red hair were
coming; they ran away and crossed
the river and made Isleta." Our
forefathers were living at the site of
our present village when they were
visited bv the Spaniards in 1540.

1910.

And 1 can't stop talking about
.
Cochiti without mentioning their does nothing to convey the wonders
drum making exhibit. An aspen log of the colors and images I saw. I
and a piece of hide, in the various wonder if the Meso-American
stages of aging until they arc seeming figures were a part of his
brought together as a drum, with tradition or a something he enpictures and a narration to tell the countered from elsewhere.
story.
If I had to pick a favorite from
the exhibit, though, it would be a
painting by J.D. Roybal of the San
Jldefonso pueblo. There are
dancers on the ground, in a

on plastered walls and stone faces.
San Jldefonso has been a;; innovative center for modern pueblo
painting; in the early nineteen
hundreds a few men taught
themselves the art of painting.
They were inspired by the murals
they saw at Frijoles Canyon while
workinf< as architectural laborers.
This experience inspired men like
Alfredo Montoya, who began
painting as early as 1900 and his
brother-in-Jaw Crescencio Martinez, who began painting about

The two most interesting exhibits
were the dolls from Cochiti and the
paintings of San lldefonso. My
favorite was "Storyteller" by
Seferina Ortiz-a man sitting with
children seemingly growing out of
his body. Her pottery canteen with
lizards on the side was another eye
catcher.

Now that the money and energy
was well spent on a new
registration center there can be improvements made· on getting a
book out of Zimmerman library or
finding a seat in class.
Maybe, just maybe. But we'll
probably have to settle on killing
weeds, hiring bilingual teachers and
improving a faculty club.

The history of painting in San
lldefonso is also fascinating.

The earliest paintings were
pottery d2signs and murals painted

The museum exhibits are
fascinating, but remember that they
are only a part of the Indian Peublo
Cultural Center. There is also the
restaurant, the arts and crafts mart,
and periodic films, dance performances, etc. It is, as its name
implies, the cultural center for the
Indian Pueblos.

The museum walls are largely
open and allow one to stand back
and admire individual works
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Managing Editor
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Eagle Dancers at the Opening Ceremonies
without the visual clutter that clogs
many museum walls. And there are
some walls, like the ones covered
with a massive nineteenth century
photograph of the Sandia pueblo,
which a viewer can't appreciate
unless he stands back.
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From our knowledge about our

By Joe Donnelly

Everybody seems to praise the
new computerized registration center-even students.
We can only hope that the candidates will realize there is more to
I had to wait until classes began
a debate than trying to out-wit an opponent by having more figures so I could get frustrated. Having a
memorized. We want to hear something understandable, not registration ,center that runs efficiently is a change. It's like having
figures requiring a statistics analyst.
a campus where the construction is
completed.

else to make the first friendly
gesture. This strategy of waiting for
the other anticipated partner to
make the first move seldom works.
Why? Don't you agree that it is
because of insecurity, fear of rejection and a lack of communication
(and in the case of some foreign
students a lack of language communication skills).
Some people do not know how
to go about meeting other people,
simply because they never had to in
the past. Generally we ail do
acquire some friends through our

One of the most interesting parts
of the museum was the plaque with
the history of the pueblo accompanying each of exhibit. The
stories tell of the sufferings and
successes of each village. One
paragraph from the Isleta history
made a particularly strong dent in
my memory:

Registration Is Even Courteous

However, most Americans (even the TV commentators) had
trouble integrating these figures into meaningful comments.

By Abdoreza Foroughi
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Toby's: Something Different •1n

SUB Theatre

Rlbuquetque's Night

Fri. & Sat.
6:00 and 9:00

By Christine Hammond
Toby's is one of the few afterhours coffee house restaurants in
Albuquerque.
There is continous entertainment
from 7:30p.m. to 3:30a.m. (and
sometimes later), Wednesday
through Sunday. Toby of Tobv's
calls it a 'Talent Showcase. •
The entertainment is veried
including bl
- ues, J'az z, folk '
bluegrass and even a mentalist some
nights.

Robert Altman's

Nashville

.I

~; ~~~
Howard Johnsons
Midtown
Bar
Weekend Special

Wine Coolers

75¢

Fresh Popcorn
NM Students We/com

1-25 & Lomas

Toby has about 50 regular
performers and auditions about 5
new artists each week. There are
jam sessions every night and ~ew
groups have started that mtght
neverhave.happened..
.
.
The arttsts are pn?1anly lo~al,
some are in between JObs and JUSt
come to Toby's to unwind, and
others (particularly solo performers) have no place to go.
d
They have different backgroun s
and interests, but together they
strike a harmonious chord.
Toby's gives the artist creative
freedom· there are no controls over
the mat~rial as in other establishments. This opens the doors for
original work.
There is a pleasing quality of
interaction between the performer
and the audience be it a quiet
appreciative smile 'or " solid round

Li!!,,rl, "'' ,., '" ,oc.

of applause.
_.
Th~ atmosphere IS comfortable,
famthar and .relaxed. Toby has a
way of makmg ev~ryone. feel at
hon;e, and her placets as fnendly as
sh~tsb
"7o of very
o. Y puts out 200
posttlve ener~y. She altenmtes
between g.reetmg people at. :he
door • seatm~ cu~tomers, '_l'alttng
.tables,
d workmg
. b d Ill dthe h kttchen,
I s
mtro ucmg an s; an w en wa
there Toby even sang harmony for
two blues nm·~bers. . .
Toby admitted bemg mfluenced
by some of the smaller clubs in New
York such as the Gaslight. Toby's
started as an improvisational
theater, but the present format
seems to work out bett~r:
Toby has a lot of vmonary, yet
realistic, ideas for the place. She
would like to turn it into a rehearsal

bands who need a place to practice.
Th~ menu should please anyone
whether they be vegetarian or
nutritionist. I had an excellent
omelet and was impressed by the
individual attention. (What a
rarity')
·
Five years ago, Toby opened the
Sandwich Gallery in Old Town.
After sellt'ng 1't, The Intermission on
Central was opened. Now there is
Toby's. Although it isn't doing as
well financially as the others had,
Toby prefers what her place has to
offer to Albuquerque.

BORIS KARLOFF
AS THE ORIGINAL

DIAII

Toby's is non-alcholic and there
is a $1 cover charge except on
Sundays. It is located on Central,
four doors East of the Lobo
Theater.

By Ken Walston
The Popular Entertainment Committee has an October-fest on tap which should please the most varied
popular-musical tastes.
On Oct. 17, the grand old man from Canada, Gordon Lightfoot, will appear at Johnson Gym on campus. Lightfoot's albums are too numerous to keep
track of, what with re-releases of older ones and
repackaging of more recent ones, but he must rate
right up there with the most prolific and consistent of
pop artists. Expect lots of 12-string guitar and one of
the mellowest baritones this side Toronto. His band,
which has been playing with him now for several
years, puts on amazingly forceful sets for what is
basically an acoustic sounp.
Albuquerque goes to the hhlls for the Homecoming
Show. The Eagles, with new addition Joe Walsh on
guitar, will land at the Univer~ity Arena Oct. 29.

Tickets for this one will cost $8, with a one-dollar
discount for students. This is the first time Eagles
have played on their own in the Albuquerque area,
and it should be one incredible show.
· Halloween night in the Duke City will see a super
soul show with two of the top bands in popular music:
the Ohio Players, and KC and the Sunshine Band. The
Ohio Players' most recent album, Contradiction,
yielded a hit single which is receiving lots of airplay,
"Who'd She Coo." KC and the Sunshine Band scored
big with "That's the Way I Like It (Uh-huh, Uhhuh)" and, most recently, "Shake Your Booty."
PEC had tentatively scheduled Jefferson Starship,
but promotion problems would have only given them
II days before the show to sell tickets-a risky
proposition in· light of the dismal ticket sales for The
Band show. For that one they had 14 days advance
sales, and sold only about 750 tickets.

Proudly Presenting
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 24 AND 25 • 12 MIDNIGHT

_pSPECIAL AFTERNOON SHOWINGJo
""tJ SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 25 AND 26-1:00 PM

By Bill Barrett
Six women in brightly colored,
lavishly decorated Balkan costumes
walked out to the center of the stage
and began a beautiful acappella
chant. After their voices alone had
been heard for a few minutes, they
were joined by seven male
singer/dancers and an instrument
group made up of an assortment of
familiar and exotic instruments. I
looked at my program and noted
that:

FREE CHEESE & BREAD
All Weekend at

NOW SHOWING

orchestra, a tar drum, another
percussion instrument and a singlereeded bagpipe which looked ever
so much like a bird of some sort
played on. The description of this
dance in the program told me so
little, but the dance and the music
said so much.

Sitting in my chair at Popejoy,
watching and feeling the show and
occasionally glancing down at my
program to try and get some verbal
description of the show, I felt that I
The most ancient dance form of was somehow in museum of dance
the Eastern Croatian region of and sound, looking and listening to
S/avonija is the kolo or circle the incredible tapestries that were
dance. During these dances the being woven around me.
dancers improvise verses called
Poskocica, which contain gossip,
Above
and beyond
the
news and humor. The dances are fascination of the strange sounds I
accompanied by a Tamburica was hearing, I also enjoyed looking
orchestra.
at them. There were many instruments I had heard only on
Tuesday night's performance by record, and never seen in action
Aman, the American International before. And there were some, like
Folk Ballet, was truly amazing. It the tar, a plucked string instrument
was like a museum on stage of from Central Asia or the lijerica, a
pieces of the music and dance from bowed instrument predating
the Near East and European classical times, which I had neither
seen nor heard before.
cultural areas.

Happy Hour 3:00 - 6:oo p.m.

A:Jramounl Pldures Pr~ts
A Roman Polanski Film

ALL SEATS $1.50- RATED G

The World ··in Dance

The scenes were widely varied
and constantly changed my eye.
Another exotic vision · occurred
when six women danced on stage
passing a clay jar from one to
another, until the soloist took it on
her head, balancing it perfectly
through all her gyrations, while the

n

"IneXpensive Libations Aml
Efficacious Entertainmetlt''
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Rmo.n's director, demonstro.tlng their o.rt

The PEC's October Lineup:
Eagles, Lightfoot & Ohio Players

...

12:30
2:45-5:00
7:15-9:30
$1.50 till

2:00PM daily
51, lrrtrg Isabelle Ml':mr f.Jdvyn Douglas Jo Van F~l and 51-e!leyWrnleosos the C.onoerge
MusiC by Phrlippe Sorck PrcdtJ(ed by Ar.:Jrf"# Brar1n<J.:ot:•n) Sc:r('('nploybyGerord Brtxh orx:l Rcxron Pobnski
·)l!lxlr.d by Romorr Po!on<.kr DlrNkll' tlf Pl1oh xJr,lfJry ·~\lf'n Nykw..l PopM:nck puf'~hshcd byBonlam Books. In Color
A Poromol!nl P~e_ture ~······.
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In addition to their two Popejoy
performances, Aman also spent
time on campus sharing their
knowledge with those who were
most interested, giving three lecture
demonstrations each of the two
days that they were here.
For those who enjoy the music

and dance of other cultures (or
anyone for that matter who likes
music, dance and a colorful performance), Aman was one of this
year's concert highlights.

SUN., SEPT. 26 THRU SAT., f?CT. 2
11143
Humphrey Bogart, Ingrid Bergman
Ct..df Rains, Sydntty Greenstreet
NOW, VOYAGER 194.2
Bette Devis, Poul Henrvld, Chtvde Rains

CASABLANCA

JMnu Cagney, Joan Blondell,

1933

Dick Powall, Ruby t<eeler

GOLD DIGGERS OF 1935
Dick Powell, Adolphe Menjou,

Glen~

BRING THIS ADVER.TISMENT
AND YOU WILL JJE ADMJT'I'ED

TWO FOR THE PIUCE OF ONE

GOOD FOR. 'l'HIS l'llOGRAM ONLY

...I

WED .. OCT. 27 THRU SAT., OCT. 30
KEY LARGO 11148
Humphrey Bogart, Edward G, Roblnu:m
Lauren Seca/1, Cl1ln1 Trevor
PUBLIC ENEMY 1031
JamM Cagney, Jean Harlow
SUN., OCT. 31 THRU TUES.,. NOV, 2

SUN,, OCT, 3 THRU TUES., OCT. 5

FOOTLIGHT PARADE

STATE FAIR
• SPECIAL•

1935
Farrell

L lTTLE CAESAR 1031
Edward G. Robinson, DougiM Falrbanla,Jr.
WHITE HEAT 1949
James Cllgney, Virt~lnls Mavo
WED., NOV. 3 THAU SAT., NOV. 6

CAPTAIN BLOOD 1oas

WED., OCT. 6 THAU SAT., OCT. 9

THE ROARING 20's

1939
Jemes Cagney, HumphreY Bogart, Prlscille lane

I AM A FUGITIVE
FROM A
CHAIN GANG 1932
Peul Muni, Glenda Farrell
SUN., OCT. 10 THflUTUES., OCT. 12
1944
Humphrey Bogart, ~ren Bacall, Walter Brennen

TO HAVE & HAVE NOT
THE BIG SLEEP

1946
Humphrey Bogert, Lauren B111ull

Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Basil Rathbon11

THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD

(COLOR I 1938 • Errol Flynn,
Olivia de Havilland, Basil Rathbone

SUN•• NOV. 7 THRU TUES., NOV. 9

TREASURE OF
THE Sl ERRA MADRE

1948
Humphrey Bog&n, Walter Huston
ARSENIC AND OLD LACE 1944
cary Grant, Raymond Massey,Jack C&Mn
WED •• NOV, 10THRU SAT•• NOV. 13

MARKEe WOMAN

1937
Betta Davis, Humphrey Bogart
JUAREZ 1939
Paul Munl, Bette Davis
John Garfield, Claude Rains
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Harris Makes Adjustment to Academic Life
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The Return of' a Man Called
,.3 Horse is a Richard Harris sequel to
;o., his 1969 film called A Man Called
'@ Horse. At the Cinema East at 7:30
Q &9:50.
8 Swashbuckler is a PO pirate/adventure story currently showing at
~ the Louisiana Mall at 5, 7 & 9.
:;:

'B

ma<)e on this continent. It is about
the white Anglo-Saxon manifest
destiny myth and its meeting with
reality. CaJI Don Pancho's at 2474414 for details.

The Long Goodbye and Buffalo
Bill and the Indians are two Robert
Altman films which are showing (I
hope) at the Don Pancho's. The
Eong'Goodbye stars Elliot Gould.
Buffalo Bill stars Paul Newman,
Will Sampson and Frank Kaquitt
and is one of the best films ever

The Sailor Who FeU from Grace
with the Sea starring Sarah Miles
and Kris Kristofferson is showing
at the Louisiana MaJI at 5:40, 7:40
& 9:40p.m. A love story of sorts.

v

z

Kindly·
Yours

After Hours

Kindly
Yours

Bruce Lee-Super Dragon is a film
about one of America's most
popular cult heroes. At theM Plaza
at 6:15,8:00 & 9:45.
The Great Scout and C:tthousc
Thursday stars Lee Marvin and is
supposed to be something like Cat
Ballou. At the Cinema East at 7 & 9
p.m.

Cadillac Bob
Now Playing

Alice in Wonderland is showing
at the Fox Winrock. This is not the
Disney cartoon or any of the other
older versions you might be
familiar with.

Fri. and Sat. Nights
Kindly
Yours

113 Alvarado N.E.
(behind Kaps)

Kindly
Yours

Nashville was the best film of last
year and was made by Robert
Altman, who is probably America's
most creative director. This film is
set in the country/western capitol
of the world and stars Lily Tomlin,
Keith Carradine and Henry Gibson
among others. Because of its length
it will be shown at 6 & 9. In the SUB
tonight and tomorrow.

'·

I

Aparajito is the second film in
Satyajit Ray's Apu Trilogy. The
music is by Ravi Shankar and the
film is its equal. In Rodey theatre
Sunday night at 7:30.
Harold and Maude will be at the
Guild Friday and Saturday night. It
is the story of an elderly delinquent
and a suicidal teenager. One of the
few really good A-merican films
from the past several years. Call
265-0220 for times
Gimme Sheltf r is a Rolling
Stones concert film, and the
midnight movie at the Fox
Winrock.
Captain Blood and The Dawn
each other. At the Hiland at 7:45 &
feature tram the golden days of
Hollywood. At the Encore on
Central, CB at 7 & 10:30, DP at
8:45.

Announcing
Our
New Poster Ro-om

The Big Bus is reviewed in the
LOBO today. It's showing at theM
Plaza at 6:05, 7:45 & 9:30.
Dracula and Frankenstein are a
double feature for all the horror
film freaks. These are the originals
with Bela Lugosi and Boris Karloff.
They are the midnight movie at the
Hiland and there is also a special
Saturday and Sunday afternoon
showing at l.
Murder by Death is a
mystery/comedy starring Truman
Capote, James Coco, Peter Faulk,
Alec Guiness and a few others. See
it at the Louisiana Mall at 5:20,
7:15 & 9:10.
The Tenant is Roman Polanski's
late>! flick. As usual. it nromises to

be bizarre. At the Louisiana Mall at
5:30, 7:30& 9:30.
Survive is about a bunch of
people who start gnawing on
each other. At the Hiland at 7:45 &
9:30.
From Noon til Three is the latest
with Charles Bronson, Currently
showing at the Los Altos at 7:25 &
9:30.

r1

Moving Violation is a fender
bender at the Los Altos at 7:50 &
9:40.
The Groove Tube & Monty
Python are a double feature
guaranteed to keep you laughing.
At the Lobo on Central. GT 7:50,
MP9:30.

A Funny Disaster
Called the Big Sus
The Big Bus directed by James Frawley, now showing at the Montgomery
Plaza Theater.
Review by George Gesner
What does the Big Bus have in common with Airport, Poseidon Adventure, Earthquake, Survive, and Towering Inferno? The answer is
everything and yet nothing.
The Big Bus is an anti-disaster disaster movie with an all star cast. The
movie is a spoof on every disaster movie you have ever seen.
A nuclear powered bus provides the vehicle for the film. The bus
Cyclops (Coyote) has been designed to go non-stop from New York to
Denver. The colossal vehicle is equipped with a piano bar, swimming pool,
bowling alley, comfortable rooms, and a fine restaurant.
Every movie must have its good guy and bad guy to have a disaster. The
evil one is Iron Man who sets out to keep the bus from its destination.
The first disaster has shades of Towering Inferno as the laboratory is set
ablaze by an exploding bomb planted by Iron Man's saboteur (Stuart
Margolin). Havoc and firetrucks soon follow,
Kitty Baxter (Stockard Channing or Elizabeth Taylor's one look-alike),
designer of the bus and hostess, looks for t\Vo new bus drivers to replace
the ones injured in the blast. She finds an old flame Dan Torrance (Joseph
Bologna) to take the job. The trouble with Torrance is that he's been
blackbooked by all bus drivers on charges that he ate a busload of
passengers when he was involved in a tragic bus crash ..
Torrance brings,along a bar buddy for the co-driver's job. The man is
Shoulders O'Brien (John Beck) who has a couple of problems that add to
the many problems Big Bus has to face.
The bus picks up its all star passengers and is on its disastrous way to
Denver. A few minor mishaps accompany the bus such as an exploding
bomb, loss of brakes, a kitchen flood (not water; soft drinks), and an embedded pick-up truck with the trip ending in a cliffhanger.
Characters were not used to their full potential although the ideas
behind them were excellent.-For instance you have a piano player who has
a song for every occasion, a budding priest who longs for lust, a vengeful
costume designer (Lynn Redgrave), the old hidy responsible for the PO
rating (Ruth Gordon), and the man with six months to live.
The movie is quite funny but could have been the funniest movie this
year with more character development and possibly more film time to keep
the movie's fast pace a little slower. The Big Bus is an interesting idea and
a bundle of laughs while it lasts.

By Chris Miller
Fred Harris, former Democratic
senator from Oklahoma and
presidential candidate in 1972 and
1976, has left politics behind him as
he begins this semester his first year
teaching at UNM.
"Politics got stale, as everything
does if you stay with it for too
long," Harris said. "I always wanted to try teaching," he added,
"and here at UNM I was given the
opportunity."
Harris served eight years as a
senator from Oklahoma, retiring in
January of 1973. He also ran in the
1972 and 1976 primaries for the
Democratic
presidential
nomination.
"After I left the Senate was
really the first time in my life I had
the chance to settle down where I
wanted to,". Harris said. "In
Oklahoma I was tied down to my
law practice, and then, while I was
a senator, I had to stay in the
Washington area," he said.
Harris and his family moved to
New Mexico in late July, he said.
"I have always loved New
Mexico," he explained. "My wife
and I have wanted to move here for
a long time," he said.

•••

For Your Body
Body Shop Anabasis
Kama SutraSpiritual Sky

1820 Central SE

243-1988

H .

Democratic senator, and before
that."
He said, "I can't teach in a
vacuum. However, I try to label
any partisanship or bias for what it
is when I teach," he added.
When asked if he would consider
gctting actively involved in politics
again, Harris said, "I don't mind
getting
involved
in
local
organizations or clubs, but I don't
intend to run for political office
again."
Harris said he hopes to remain
teaching at UNM indefinitely.
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Photo hy Phy!Ns M. Kushoer

WAITING TO DO YOUR COPIES!
The course Harris is teaching this
semester, "New Populist Studies,"
deals with "how economic
decisions are made and carried out
in the political process," he said.
Harris created the course himself, writing the primary textbook
for the course and developing the
course outline.
"I have had a great deal of personal experience on this subject

while serving in the Senate," Harris
said. "I served on several Senate
committees," he said. Among these
were the Senate Finance Committee, Government Operations
Committee, Select Committee on
Small Business, Senate Public
Works Committee and he was also
Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Government Research.
"The guy is intelligent, informative, fair and a great instructor," one of his students said.
"I've been out of school for six
years, but came back to take this
course as soon as I heard he was
teaching it," he added.
Harris is teaching one course this
semester, but next semester he says,
"I hope to be teaching a course on
the political parties, too."
"I also enjoy writing," he said.
"I am working on a book now that
will be entitled 'Potomac Fever'
which will hopefully come out next

Open Saturday
and Sunday for your conPenience!
Front door-off street parking
call 243-2841 for information
1712 LOMAS N.E. (AT UNIVERSITY AVE.)
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Mon. thru Sat. 9:00-6:00
3025 Central NE 256-9893
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Excellence displayed in
3- piece
vested suits in
quality cotton
and woolen blends

Walden first began teaching at UNM in 1954. He received his law degree
from Columbia Law School in 1947 and also attended Yale Law School as
a Sterling Fellow.
He was the author of Civil Procedure in New Mexico, a book designed
to aid local attorneys. He served on the Graduate Committee and
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee. He was chairman of the Law
School Curriculum Committee and chairman of the University on Human
Subjects.

Suits by:
Austin Reed
Country Britches
Stanley Blacker

Do You Need
Cash?
There will be a meeting of Amnesty In~
tcrnational, a group dedicated to working on
behalfofpri~oncrs of conscience in all parts oflhc
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"The classroom was his real world," Hart said. "He would yell at the
students! berating them for their lack of preparation. He would tear pages
out of ~IS casebook to show his disgust with a student's poor recitation,
suggestmg the case obviously wasn't important since the student failed to
read it thoroughly. To demonstrate that conduct as well as speech was
protected by the Constitution, he would secretly bring a flag to class, pull
it out, stomp on it and elicit class reaction."
Charles Douglas, UNM law professor, practicing local attorney, and
Walden's student and co-worker, said, "He had an impact on Regent
policies during the 70s campus disturbance. He was the champion of the
underdog."

Earn $15.00 a weelk
Donate Twice W eekl

world, on Thurs., Sept. 23 at 7:30p.m. in Rm. 148
oft he Honors Center. All members of the Univer-

Meeting of the ASUNM Finance Commi!tec
Thurs., Sept. 23, at 2 p.m. in Rm. 250 D SUB.
Public is invited ...

Women's Rugby Team practice Tues. and
Thurs. at 5:30 p.m. at Johnson Gym field. New
people Welcome.
Campus G0Jd for people interested in dirl

Scoullng will have a meeting Thurs., Sept. 23 al
7:30 p.m. in IHokona HalL For more information
call Sue Johnson 277·3274 or 277~2806.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
&
HEWLETT PACKARD
CALCULATORS
SR-50A
SR-51A
SR-56
SR-52
HP-21
H P-25

KMYR MIDNIT'E MOVIE

--~~~~'

WlNROCK WIJ~~CK
298-5445

; II

Fred Harris

Frederick Hart, dean of the UNM Law School, said Walden was
significant in starting the American Indian Law Scholarship and teaching
in the program.
In 1967 there were over 500,000 Native Americans and only 12 Indian
lawyers. In New Mexico, there were 56,000 Native Americans and no Indian lawyers. Now, the UNM Law School has had over 150 Indian
graduates.
Hart said Walden was a "quiet man, but as a protagonist for civil liberties and academic freedom, he represented others whose rights were
challenged."

sity community arc invited.

FOX

-....... ...

~..

"I am considered the most' famous graduate of the University of New
Mexico, and I plan to speak to the students to tell the background of what
took place. It matters because they are still denying minority groups the
same rights as anglo students have."

GIMME
SHELTER

MANN tHEAtRES

"""·

!Conlh\Ul•d fr(lm pngc> 1J

For Your Mind
Paraphenalia
Incense

G·oJd Street Circus Records

"I've developed certain opinions
and outlooks during my time as a

l if

Law Prof

The Rolling Stones

• Rock And Personality Posters
• Black Light Posters And Black Lights
Largest Poster Dealer in University Area
Everyday Special
List $6.98
Sale Price on Albums
Sale Price $3.98

February," Harris said, Harris is
the author of three other books:
"Now is the Time: A New Populist
Call to Action"; "Alarms and
Hopes"-a semi-autobiography
and look at problems which confronted the country during his
tenure in the Senate; and' 'The New
Populism."
When asked if any partisanship
shows up in his teaching, Harris
said, "Of course, it's bound to.

z

CENTER

Plus $2.50 shipping

'

FRI.-SAT. MIDNITE
ALL SEATS $1 ,so

$50.95
67.95
93.50
249.95
72.00
130,50

Discount Calculator
Sales

H
I I

PO Box 30392,

Dallas, lexas 75230
Phono 214 691-0215.

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

8am to 5pm
Tuesday-Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

\

shop
2120 Central S.E. 505·243-6954
AlbuquerqueJ New Mexico 87106
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When you've been on the registration line
since 7:30 in the moming and it's now 2:30 in the afternoon
and you're holding number 494 and they're up to number 18
... it's no time to get filled up.

Red Raider Invasion Saturday
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Williams Ready for Tech
By Tim Gallagher
In the last two meetings of Texas
Tech and UNM, Texas Tech
tailback Larry Isaac has rushed for
236 yards against UNM's defense, ·
Last year against Texas Tech,
UNM fullback Mike Williams
rushed 9 times for only 10 yards.
Needless to say, Williams is hoping
things tu'rn themselves around this
year. .
The Red Raiders invade
University Stadium at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday.
"I'm not even worried about him
(Isaac)," Williams said Thursday.
"I know our defense can handle
him. I'm just going to go. out and
play my game." •
The 6-3, 215 lb. sophomore
gained 161 yards in 26 carries last
Saturday against UTEp in th<>
Lobo's opening 25-7 romp. New
Mexico appeared mentally ready
for last week's encounter and
Williams said, "Everybody's up for
Tech just like we were up for
UTEP. This is a big game. This one
means a lot to us.
"We beat El Paso, and everyone
says, 'Oh well, they never have a
good club anyway,' but if we whip
Tech's butt, then everyone will
know we have a good team,"
Williams said.
"This is a good way for us to
prove ourselves."
In the Saturday night tilt, the
Uni.ersity will unveil the brand new
$1.8 million VIP press box and the
new Hy-Play natural turf.
With the new turf and press box,
Williams said, "We can't let Tech
whip our butts on our new field.
We're going to get this one."
Head coach Bill Mandt was back
at practice yesterday riding around
in a golf cart. Mandt is still
recuperating from his appendicitis
surgery Sunday. Williams said, "It
was nice to see him back."
Texas Tech has had two weeks to
prepare for the Lobos. The Red
Raiders took an impressive 24-7 win
over Colorado two weeks ago. The
Raiders intercepted five passes.
Linebacker Thomas Howard, 62, 208 lb., made 11 unassisted
tackles and made two interceptions.
Tech might wish it could use its
coach in a few of the games. Red
Raider head man, Steve Sloan, was
a high school All-American in
football and basketball.
The Lobos, who amassed 422
yards rushing last week, are now
the No. I offensive team in the
nation. They'll start with Williams,
tailback Smokey Turman and
quarterback Noel Mazzone in the
backfield. Freshman Ricky Martin
will start at flanker, Chris Combs
will be at tight end, and Preston ·
Dennard, who didn't catch any
passes last week, will start at split
end.
Texas Tech leads the series with
the Lobos 17-2-2. The last UNM
win came in 1971 when the Lobos
won a 13-lQ decision. Last year in
Lubbock's Jones Stadium, the Red
Raiders won 24-17. The Lobos were
driving in the closin minutes of the
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Fem Harriers
Set Race
By Ed Johnson
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Mike Williams

Larry Isaac

Battle af the Backs

game, but a Steve Myer pass failed
and the Lobos lost their first game
of the year.
The 1974 Texas Tech game in
University Stadium was one of the'
most exciting games in recent Lobo
history. New Mexico trailed 21-13
late in the game when Myer
whipped the Wolfpack the length of

the field finally hitting Ken Lege
with an eight-yard pass for the
touchdown. The Lobos gambled
for rhe two-point conv?.rsion, and
Myer passed to Pete Robison as the
Lobos salvaged a thrilling 21-21 tie.
lt was then that the Tech-New
Mexico rivalry began, and it
continues tomorrow night.
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OPEN FIRE
By Tim Gallagher
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Student Activities
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THERE COMES A TIME in every young sportswriter's life when h
must distinguish between good, hard, objective predicting and blind faith,
gut-level feeling. I'm at that'crossroad as I try to decide who to pick in
tomorrow night's UNM-TexasTech football game.
On the one hand, it seems relatively simple. The Lobos beat Texas-EI
Paso 25-7 in their opener last Saturday. Texas Tech opened up two weeks
ago with a solid 24-7 win over the Big Eight's Colorado.
There's no one in the land who can tell me UTEP is going to beat
Colorado. So going .by basis of comparison, it seems easy. The Red
Raiders will murder the Lobos.
BUT HOLD ON. Comparisons don't always work. Consider these
scores:
UTEP 38, Texas-Arlington 15;
NewMexicoState 13, UTEP 10;
Texas-Arlington 21, New Mexico State 10.
The prosecution rests, your honor.
Consider also, that the Lobos might like to make a nice showing in their
renovated stadium. They've got new turf, a new VIP box and a new press
box. Now who would want to spoil an opening like that? (Texas Tech,
that's who.)
AND WHILE RONALD REAGAN could certainly play the role better
than Bill Mandt, the Lobos may take added incentive from their ailing
coach. "C'mon guys. Let's win one for the old appendix."
But probably the most important factor for the Lobos is pride. "Sure a
romp over UTEP is nice, but let's see ~hat happens when they play a ~eal
football team,'' is the skeptic's word th1s week. To be sure, Texas Te~h IS a
REAL football team. The Lobos still have to prove themselves agamst a
team they've beaten only twice in 21 tries. Although this is not a conference
game it's still a very important one for the 'Pack.
·
Ne~t Saturday, they travel to Colorado State and it would certainly be
easier to make that trip with a 2-0 record.
I'M REALLY NOT SURE how this one is going to turn out. I've got the
feeling Preston Dennard is going to explode the first time he gets his hands
un the 'ball. "Magic" wasn't too thrilled about getting shut out last week,
ar1d he made no secret of the fact that he doesn't expect a repeat perfor;nance this week.
.
Mazzone's ability to handle what will probably be a tougher rush Will be
the key factor in the game.
After much ado, my conscious tells me !t'll be Texas Tee~ 28~ N_ew
Mexico 14. But I'm semi-conscious half the lime anyway, and 1 m p1ckmg
the Lobos 24-21.

Southern
Conl,fort®
tastes delicious
right out of the bgttle!
that's why it
makes Mixed
Drinks taste
so much
better!

great with:
Cola· Bitter Lemon
Tonic·orange juice
Squirt ... even milk
You know it's got to be good .. . when it's made with

Southern Comfort®
SO~THER'i

COMFORT CORPORATION. 100 PROOF l!OUFIJR. SL LOUIS. MO 63132

15 •

50

1.

@1976 The Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
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The women's cross country team will gel'its first taste of running
competition when they compete in the Duke City Invitational Sunday at P
10:30 a.m. on the old high school course at the end of Osuna Road.
W
The 2-!lz mile run was scheduled to fill a vacancy created by the 'Q.
rescheduling of the Lobo Invitational. It was postponed because a conference meeting of coaches in Salt Lake City was scheduled for the same ff

Big Bells
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lobo

men's
21 20 Centr.al S.E.
shop
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1965 AUSTIN HEALY: Phone 266·0733 between
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Rate•; 15 ~en I• per word per day, oae dollar
mlnlmurr ..~ dvertl~emoots run five or more
conse~ub .,It' days with no ehanges, nine e~Cna
IH per word per day (no refunds lr oancelled
before .live lnsertion•l. Classified ad·
vertisemeato .must be paid In advance,

....0,
Q)
Q)
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Marron Jlall room 131 or by mall to:
C.. ••lfled Adverli•lng, UNM Do~ 20,
Albuquerquo,N.M. 1!7131
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IJRIVER NEEDL1D PERIODICALLY to r~turn ca;
to Albuquerque from Snnta Fe. $5 per trip. Call
~o_tJn~~81-S68_6,_7:30_a:_m:_-·l~30 P·":_~_-::.: _?!24__ _
~
Q) EVER NEED SOMEONE to ju>t liHen? Try Agora.
('all 277-3013. 9/24
Q)

::E

z

:::f REA-DY OR NC)T J;,s~s -i~ ~o~ti~gf~r his b~ide. wiif
QJ

you be left behind? Are you born again'/ God i• mer9/24

bl) ciful. 265-7557 center.

ro

A.. GONooi.AI:ouNGE..::.of;"f:"6RiNG~-.xican
food, piZla and spaghetti with your favorite cocktail.
Quiet :umo~phere-the other side of Pepirto's. 4310
Central S.E. 9/30

~n~hir~

Till'. !JEST PRICED
dogs, 35¢, I 1-3 Okie's.

~~~~:·l~;u;l;;;t

town:

9/30

ROSA-5CANTINA-LAST mile rambler~
three roaslpig! Sunday noon. 867-9983, 9/24
""-

TABL.E:TS PLAYS 60's tack Sunday-Uncle Nally's.

9124
COMB ON OUT for an ~flernoon beer=-Rosa's
Cantina. In the country. 867-9983, Algodones.
10/5
ORTHODOX BAHAI FAITil now holding firc1ides
Mondays 8:00p.m. 408-D Muplc NE. Call 242-1591
for infonnulion. 9/27
·i:;APrT-t.N'r::uvriRsA,RY --s;;~J~-;,~-v~~;
future wife. 9/24

nA'N',

rriA('IIf:SJ STi (t-io~~-you

Li~a.

9t24

<"OME TO $1.00 SPL:CI/\1. nrght, Monday·z,r·S~n~
dance Cafe S:l0-9:00. 'J!2?
llAPPY 19Jh, ! liKI-~Ili:RI·'S
fmurc! ln1e, I rh. 'J ~4

10

your .:rcmive

LOST & I•'OlJND

2.

.
1 OS I SI'Jl)fR & WI B ttccklacc. ReWiHd. Per·
10nal Vahle -<:mttacr Sue. 816-6722. 9·24
,-~~~

OWNER TR/\NSJ·ERRED CI.OSING 1976 ~lerco
:quipmcm. Pioneer San1ui receivers, 8·1 rack<,
reel to reel\, CB>, 40-5011Jo off while lhcy last.
255·7534. 9/28
•••-•-

"'"•~--

-----~~-·~-·-•...,._.r4~~-

SINCmR SEWJNO MACHINE left in layaway,
.. nol claimed. !.quipped to but ton hole, lig-zag.
Pay $19 and take machine. 255-7535 9/28

RECORDS AND TAPES~good price, good selec·
tion, good people. L P Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(acro~•_fron~r~n •!"_r;tf>l!r_cx's). tfn ... ···-·- _

ROOMMATE WANTED SERIOUS sludent NE
house $62.50 share Uliliries. 268·0041. 9/24

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY GOOD condition $350.
Aflcr 5:00 268-8832. 9/24

q/24

NORTON ?SO C'OMMAN6.oJ"973:-oood ~ondili-;;~:
MUll 1ell. 2774572. 9/24

NEEDED: SERIOUS FEMALE
nice home. 294-753 I. 9124

.

-~-

cot.oR-Tv llRANo ti~m7, bi~- s~7e'~~~·;~~·;,;;;
payments or $?/month. New warranty. 255·7534.

'74 YAMAHA TX500 low mileage, also 250 Elsi·
nore MX. Bcsl offer. 9/28

9128

TWO TOM YOUNG Spa lifetime contracts. One
year left 10 pay-$16.50 monlh. 266-0739 or 266·

BICYCLISTS! FALL SALE now in progress. All
models reduced-trade-In welcome. A nice selection
or_ren·sp~edl from $99.00, Spitrning.WIJcel, 109 YliiC
Sl:, 242·7888. ~/27

n9?.

9129

·---~-~

64 DODGE. WEI.L PRESERVED engin~~ body &
paint, $45!1. 262-0073. 9/30

llA(;QUETBALi-:--i;i.A YERS!"Put -~ little -;:ii~g~i~
your sltots with a new racque1 from 1hc Spinning
Wheel. All racquet\ now on ~ale. I 09 Yale SE, 2427888. 9/27

.

-·~----·

1972 SUZUKI 125 CC, 1%4 Honda Dream 250CC.'
$275 each, I972 Toyota Corolla $t,050. 242-1640.
9/29
·--'--------,--

DUE TO DIVORCE brand new 1977 Kirby,
assume payments of $7.47 a monrh. New war·
runty. 255-7535. 9128

5.

--~--"--='--·~~-~~----~-··--

FORRENT

EFFICIENCY PARTLY FURNISHED. Close to
UNM $155.00 including utilities. Call 294-5546.
9/30

FeNDER STRAT EXCELI.ENT condit~; and
brnnd new fender delux rcverh amp. l.ow prices.
Dan, 344·9964. 9/27

ROOMMATE WANTED: FEMALE, 2 b~droom,
5 big rooms, 1715 Lead SE. Apt. C. Sheila.

20 POR r AliU: T-V',, $30 lo $60. 441 Wyoming NE.
255-5987. 10118

9/27

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

.£--~---.--.~~,--

-~~-~~-~.

I O~r \HlMI·N''i (iOI 1> \ciku v.atch '"lh hh1ck
hand. Re~>anJ. 144·8S~I •J 2~
Hll 'NI> 1\ CiOID 1-;(·Y v.ith a Man name plalc on
it. l!lcnufynmhlatm Marrun Hall Rrn 111. tfn

HIUN!l WOMA!'ol SJI.VI·R hr;~ckcr m We1tcrn ((>.
Jltnlton lu l hu' da\1. T" daim call RK I. ;r,y~ ;mc.l
Jefauihc. 9.-29
trlST: RED UNM •riral notebook. Reward. ('aJI
Joan 265426J. 9- Z4
LOST DIAMOND HNGA<il:McNT rin1:1 women'~
reslr<tom Fine ArH lluilding. Reward offered.
Ca11247-1812. 9128
$25.00 REWARD I'<)R RETURN of two green
notebooks. Brown (older wirh notecards. 3450lSOafter 6:00. 9128

ACROSS

52 Forefather
53 God: Prefix
54 French lick,
for one
57 Legal matter
59 Give
instruction
to
61 Feeling
remorse
64 Skin
abrasion
67 Tijuana
cheers
68 Resu Its of
dull razors:
2 words
70 Canvas
structure
7 1 Irish lake
7 2 Experience
73 Hardens
7 4 Oboe
75 Causes to
go

1 Rousing
agent: Var.
6 Easy and
fluent
10 Geom. fig.
14 Positive
electrode
15Notany
16 Winglike
17Meat
concoction
19 The dishes
available
20 Ill------·
Not relaxed
21 Diverts
23 N_arrow cuts
25 L•ght
refreshment
261nfant
27 Female
•1
person
29 Pack neatly
31 Costume:
Informal
DOWN
33 Meadow
1 Musical
34 Pert. to
notes or
tissue
dog
36 Charge as a 2 Monogram:
debt
Abbr.
40 ----and
3 Settees
crafts
4 Standard of
42 Angered
perfection
44 One: Prefix
5 Hold lirmly
45 Sat for a
to a
portrait
purpose
47 Take
6 African
objection
antelope
49 Play
7 Lady's
division
husband
50 Ball of
8 Mercator
something

i·EMALEicJC>MMAT·E-NEEI>ED--;-;;·~;,;--;;;;;~;-:
mem. Please leave memtgc ror Rob at 842·1864.
~tudent

to share

-~---·-------·

1972 YAMAHA 650, extremely clc!lll, lo~ l~iic,,
extras. Call !Jill, 898·3148. 9/24

UN ITED Feature Syndicate

MARCY TROY -I love yo~ I Always, Randy. 9124

-~~

S00~P:Il1::tn~9~3~_p:lf\._.91'!_7__ ~- ~-·---·

Thursday's Puzzle Solved:
r--------------------~

P R0 F BEAM S T RE W
R E N A A L T A A WA K E
I T E RAT I 0 N D0 Z E N
GA MI N I I P I E I P E S T
S P AN I S HI AREA
S AT 0 UT I S L I DE R
HAT I A L L A NI A R E NA
0 L E0 I EAT E RI S P 0 T
WARNSISATONIOWE
L I S T E RI R0 S E UP
AWEDIPEANUTS.
SP ARI F 0 RI I P I L0 T
T UL I P L0 NGS T ARE
A L GAE 0 B0 E E T T A
GL AND R E NT DE S K
enlargement39 Lug
9 Higher in
41 Apply
stitches
quality
10 Avatar of
43 Constraint
Vishnu
46 Tapered
11 Pick out
seam
12 Poem
48 Arrives at
division
51 More
13 Have
profound
confidence 54 Detects
in
55 Martinique
18 More moist
volcano
22 Sudden
56 Concerning
police
58 Saw logs in
in vas ion
the night
24 Reliable
60 Desire
27 Hit
eagerly
28 Novel
62 Fanatics:
character
Suffix
3D UK
63 General
principality
. effect
32 Precious
stone
65 Remain
35 Cancel a
undecided
penalty
66 Superlative
37 Marina: 2
endings
words
69 Communist
38 Length unit

Islamic Society meets for Friday pray~r at 12:30
p.rn, in the Alumni Chapel. There is a Quran
reading every Suudny afternoon. Interested per·
sons we.lcomr. Fur thor Info en II 2.77'5237.

EMPLOYMENT

6.

ENTERPRISING STUDENTS NEI'DED, part-time
UNM student expand growing busincS>. Call
Tim 255·1 353 5-9 p.m. 9124
THREE STUDENTS I'ART-TI~lEfOrkiirt· op~;::ator.s. I opening. 9a.m,·ll a.m., 2 openings 4 p.m.8 p.m., M-F. Mus1 be over 21. Call 877-8760 for
information. 9/27

The UNM Chapt<;r of Phi Sigma Tau, the
phrlosoph~ hon~r soeret!, will open its Friday 11 (.
ternoon d1scusswn sessions to the aeademic com~
111rnity at large. For further information, rail 277·
!405.

EXPERIENCED SILVER
Piecework. 266-8207. 9/27

Want to learn how to dance'/ Ballroom Dance
Club me?ting, 7-9 p.n; .• Rm. 101, Carlisle Gym,
every Frrclay.

1o h~lp

HEISHI

Stringer.

RESPONS.IBLE YOU-NG WOMAN part-lime to
work w/orchard plants & light house work.
255-2415. 9/27

All graduate and undergraduate students:
please leave your name. addrt•ss and phone num·
ber with the department secretary at Mesa Vista
Hall 3100, We are attempting to compile a more
complete listing of our students.

PHONE SOLICITOR HOURl.Y & bontll. Private
office. Two afternoons a week. Bill Clithero. 2655861. 9/28

The New Mexico legislature will consider
several areas of utility reform this year, NMPIRG
will assi.st and coor?!n:•te students wishing to
have an mput rnto ultltty reform. Call 277-2757 or
stop bv 107(~ !Cnrnntl

PART TIME JOll. Graduate ~tudenls only. Must
be over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees
for day work. Also, have positions for Friday & Sarurday nights. Apply in person only. No phone call~
please. Save Way Liquor Store 5704 Lama> NE.
10/6

7.

Attention Gradunte Students; Interested in
getting a job'/ Register now with Career Services
Mesn Vista. Rm ?1~1
'

TRAVEL
Ride line 265-9860 or

.The Peace Corps ofr.ce i> at Rm. 229, Onega Hall.
Its hours are Tues., Thurs., and Fri. from 3;30 to 5:30
p.m.

CHRISTMAS CHARTER! SPAIN! Albuquerquellarcelona roundtrip $425.00. 255-7324 or 256·3410.
9/30

Sufi Dancing held every Tuesday al 8 p.m. at
2217 Lead Ave. SE. The group will be led by
Alia din from the Sufi Center in Santa Fe.

Rl DES! RIDES! RIDES!
303449-6670. 10/5

Lab a
~lasaifieda

Orthodox Bahai Faith firesides Mondays at 8
p.m. at40~.D M:tple NE.

-

Arabesque Paper
Enterprise
163 Vineyard N.W.
344-6401

Wark .
WanderaJ

SERVICES

3.

GUtrAR lOVERS: l'ND the hesilalions. Begin the
long·poltponcd cla"ical guirar lessons now. In·
ltrucror with broad experience offer' qualified teach·
ing. 242-2495 c•enings. 9/24
--- ...
--~

~~'"""'-~-

BIC'YCI.ISTS! OUR ANNUAL tune-up 1pecial is
now tn progress. Wheels trued, brakco; and gears ad·
JUitcd, chain and gear clU11er cleaned and lubricated,
handlebars rctapcd. Regularly $15.00, now $9.00.
The Spinning Whed, 109 Yale SE, 242-7888. 9 '27
-
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MASSAOE9-6298471S,Juan.
-
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10'27

fAMOtJS QlJIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery i1 ''' block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order ser>ice. tfn
-

-------~---

FOREIGN CAR REPAIR and small American too.
2~ Stan~~~d_S_E alley.2SS·3180,Phil •. 9!}-!__~
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 265·
2444orcomelo 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn

. '.....
.'
~

•,

.

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Eduealors of New Mexico, Inc. 842'
5200. tfn
BARRY'S ELECTR:::O~N:::-:IC::-:::RE=P=A-I::R:-,:-1~18-S::-a-n_P_e:-dr-o
SE, 265.0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. Inslall burglar alarms. IO'l'o dis·
count for students with ID. Quick service. Used

T~~f~rs.1le. 9{~~ -,.

c·

•

SUPREME TYPING SERVICE. Call now! 268·
4R80. 9124
PICTURE FRAMING & MATTING 20% off on
unique lightweight framcless frames. IO~o off on
colorful aluminum section frames. Plastic shrink
available. l'rce Estimates. The Framc!css Factory,
3007 Central NE (next to Lobo Theater) 255-4700.
9124
VOLVO MECHANIC GOOD work guaranteed
luggage rack for 1225 Wagon $15.00. Call 247·9083.
Mike. 9/24
GUITAR LOVERS: END the hesitations. Ucgln the
Jong•postponed classical guitnr lessons now. lnslruc·
tor with broad experience offers qualified leaching,
242-2495. 9/24

4.

FOR. $~J.,E

STUDIO COUCH, CHANNEL BACK chair, base
rocker, two speakers, &library rable and rhrce
chairs. 247-8034. 9/27
1975 KAWASAKI KS125 21" front end. New full
knobbies. Expansion chamber. Ureal condition.
!Jood deal. 293-5:128 after 5 p.m. 9124

Hi:Y.AMIGOS/ MEET MY B16

1976-Jewish High Holiday Services 5737

Rosh Hashanah

BROTU~R, AIIA,~'!.!,
'} /e
P~tJ\ I 1 •A '
IT j

JUAf{ez:wr! WE'o LtKETo CoME To
YouR Nur AIRTY. Wt:'~E
GREAT MIXERS!!

Chavurat Hamidbar"Fellowship of the Desert
UNM Chapel
6:30pm
Saturday, Sept. 25 9:00am
Sunday, Sept. 26
9:00am

SE

.MUCHACHA To MUCHACHO!
711EY'R£ Ar A NEARBY
~CKA6E S7bRE JUST WA!li#6

Congregation H'nai Israel

.

;

·Makers of- Hand Made
tn<linn Jew91~.

OLDTOWN

-----~----w·•~.

To 73E PicKED UR
WHY DON'r YOU?

Rd NE

8:00
8:30
8:30

Courtesy oj Jewish Student Union ~Hillel

rlt!'fifA
~j
I

SATiSF'I/NG EVERYONE FROM

8:00pm
Saturday 1 Sept. 25 !O:OOam

School

./

/JUAREZ ''80"4JUAREZ tO!"
.MstK£ =me ftRFEcr PAtR,

Friday Sept. 24

Friday, Sept. 24
Saturday, Sept. 25'
Sunday, Sept. 26

M "~

' 'TilE JUAREZ BROTHERS

Temple Albert Congregatiori

4401 Indian

(j " " \

I 1 INVITE.

Friday, Sept. 24

1006 Lead Ave.

.

AJI~

WIIO ELS£C4N TURN YoVR
t~POfU~ (BOf1l.cD 1JY1£QUfLI! JAl!SCO SA.

Sf: LOUIS, MO. • 80 'PROOF ~ 101 PRoof

PARTY iNTo AFIESTA ?

